The Compleat Leader in Chile
Clarity. Connection. Impact.

Presented by Pennington Human Dynamics
in partnership with

The Explorer's Passage

A Different Approach to Solving Your
Leadership Challenges
The Compleat Leader in Chile is an 8-day program that digs deep by offering targeted executive
coaching and an immersive roll-up-the-sleeves experience focused solely on maximizing your impact as
a senior leader or leadership team and solving your most pressing challenge.
This is not the typical executive development program filled with slide decks and binders in a conference
room. It is also not the typical corporate excursion with the facade of real work.
Provocative questions and dialogue, deep insights and reflection, best practices and tools, and the
expertise of peers and executive coaches converge to accelerate practical problem solving and
breakthrough solutions.
All of this while tapping into the unique attributes of fly fishing as a means to bring unparalleled clarity and
focus to your challenge.
This is The Compleat Leader experience.

A Small Group of Senior Leaders
Committed to Maximizing Personal
Impact
The Compleat Leader provides a unique opportunity to
spend focused time with a small group of peers facing
challenges and opportunities that have significant impact on
themselves, their organizations, and others.
Participation in this unique program is limited to no more
than 12 leaders to ensure open and rich dialogue, targeted
coaching, and collaborative learning. You will achieve a level
of personal insight and clarity that is simply not possible in a
typical conference room or back at the office.

A Proven Method Backed by
Research and Experience
The Compleat Leader experience takes place away from
distractions, surrounded by breathtaking scenery. You will
combine a targeted suite of learning performance
approaches with the unique attributes of fly fishing, all under
the supportive care of world-class leadership coaches and
expert guides.
Neuroscience research shows a clear link between fly fishing
and a relaxation response"that is essential to creating focus
and thriving in stressful situations. By shifting between
individually-focused activities and group work, you will relax,
reflect, think, and craft a purposeful plan for solving your
specific challenges and opportunities.

Chile and Patagonia
The Compleat Leader in Chile takes place in
Northern Patagonia, one of the world's iconic fly
fishing regions, and a location perfectly suited to
provide an immensely high impact experience.
Located along the western coast of the southern
cone of South America, Chile is one of the
longest and narrowest countries in the world, with
broad cultural and climatic contrasts, thousand
year-old glaciers, and the backdrop of the Andes
Mountains in the middle of modern cities such as
Santiago.

The Mitico Puelo Lodge
The core of The Compleat Leader in Chile will take place at the
Mitico Puelo Lodge, located in the Llanquihue province within the
Los Lagos region of Northern Patagonia. The Los Lagos Region
is known for its forests, Andean Mountains, beautiful lakes, and
world-class fly fishing.

Santiago
The program will begin and end in Santiago. Founded in
1541 by the Spanish conquistador Pedro de Valdivia,
Santiago has served as Chile's capital city since colonial
times. The city has a downtown core of 19th-century
neoclassical architecture and winding side streets, dotted
by art deco, neo-gothic, and other styles. Santiago's
cityscape is shaped by several stand-alone hills and the
fast-flowing Mapocho River, with the Andes mountains
providing a stunning backdrop.

A hidden gem in Patagonia, Mitico Puelo is the embodiment of
nature and adventure, refuge and discovery. Mitico Puelo is
located along the banks of Lake Tagua Tagua and operated with
a commitment to sustainability and conservation. The secluded
location, accessible only by boat or plane, provides an
unparalleled setting for the purpose of The Compleat Leader.
Casual elegance meets world-class accomodations and a staff
with the expertise to ensure a first-rate experience.

The Compleat Leader Experience
Every element of The Compleat Leader experience is designed to accelerate your capacity to
address pressing challenges. You will work hard and be pushed. We will provide you with the tools,
structure, guidance, time, and space to ask the right questions and discover the right answers.

Outcomes
Get It
Clarify the challenge you need to solve and why. Understand the full context. Define success. Identify the forces working for
and against you. Understand what you are dealing with, and the implications for you as a leader.
Want It
Uncover what the challenge and success mean to you and your role. Share and discuss with others. Take a candid
assessment of personal implications and what it is going to take to address the forces at play.
Do It
Identify what you need to do and when. Evaluate the changes required. Create a targeted action plan. These are your personal
commitments.

Who Should Attend?

Why Compleat?

Senior Leaders

In 1653, Izaak Walton published The Compleat Angler,
which has become the most widely reprinted book in the
English language after the Holy Bible and Pilgrim's Progress.
While this timeless work may appear on the surface to
merely provide stories and tips about fishing, a closer look
reveals deeper insights about the virtues of connecting to
the world around us, and the contentment found in giving
oneself entirely to a focused pursuit that simultaneously
provides an intensely relaxed and contemplative state. From
that place, our ability to pursue our goals with purpose and
clarity is increased, as is our likelihood of success. While
originally simply an archaic spelling, as a result of Walton's
book compleat" has commonly come to refer to "someone
who has all the skills and qualities of a particular craft." We
can think of no better way to describe a leader who has
achieved their full capacity to perform.

Committed to enhancing personal impact in the
context of your pressing challenge:
• Preparing for a leadership transition or change of control
• Finding focus, energy, and balance amid high demand
and stress
Senior Leadership Teams

Committed to enhancing collective performance and
impact in the context of:
• New organizational strategy
• Optimizing team dynamics and climate
• Establishing or renewing shared vision, purpose, and
goals
• Navigating through and driving significant transformation
• Leading post-merger integration

Program Itinerary
The 8-day program will begin and end in Santiago, which will serve as both a literal and metaphorical
transition between daily life and immersion in a reflective environment. Each day will provide a curated
blend of coaching, dialogue, and reflection that ensures clarity, connection, and lasting impact.
Day 1

Bienvenido a Chile! Upon arrival at the Arturo Merino Benitez
International Airport, you will be personally greeted by a
member of the Explorer's Passage team. Experience the
scenery and history as you are transported to the Ritz-Carlton
hotel in the beautiful capital city of Santiago. You'll meet your
fellow participants and program team to begin your
immersion in the stunning environment and culture of Chile
before preparing for the journey to the Los Lagos region in
Patagonia.
A welcome dinner and program orientation will complete the
day and set the stage for the week.

Days 4 & 5

These days provide significant time on the water fly fishing.
Under the watchful eyes of expert guides, you will create
additional reflective time and space that will enable greater
clarity, focus, and breakthrough thinking that you cannot
achieve in your typical daily work environment. You will
practice applying specific techniques and approaches to
increase your impact in addressing critical challenges.

Day 6

Day 2

This morning you will begin your journey to the rugged
wilderness of Patagonia. Your day will begin with a short
flight to Puerto Montt, followed by a scenic drive through
mountains and waterfalls. Your journey ends with a private
boat trip across Lago Tagua Tagua to Mitico Puelo Lodge.

Day 3

This is a day of intensive reflection and addressing your
personal or leadership challenge. In addition to individual
time, we'll blend group discussion, peer, and 1:1 executive
coaching. The day will end with a visit to Villaseñor Vineyard
and a tour with a sustainable winemaking expert, followed
by a group dinner.

Today is about putting things together and clarifying your
approach to your challenge. We'll spend the bulk of the day
surrounded by the scenery of Parque Tagua Tagua and the
Patagonian north. The day will provide multiple opportunities
to reflect, connect with other participants, and take
advantage of 1:1 coaching as desired.

Day 7

The transition from the serenity and contemplative
environment of remote Patagonia to daily life begins, as we
leave Mitico Puelo for Santiago. Final discussions with
fellow participants take place throughout the day before
preparing for your journey home. A capstone dinner puts
the final touches on your shared experience.

Day 8

A group breakfast provides a chance to bid farewell
before your private transport to the airport.

Fees and Logistics
Program Fee: $19,500

What's Included in the Fee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All private transfers between hotels, airports, and lodge
Flights within Chile
2 nights at Ritz-Carlton hotel, Santiago (days 1 and 7)
5 nights at Mitico Puelo Lodge (private room)
All meals from dinner on day 1 through breakfast on day 8
Wine and beer
Wine tasting
All group activities from airport pickup day 1 through dropoff on day 8
Fishing guides, equipment, and licenses
Park entrance fees
Gratuities

What's Not Included in the Fee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International flights
Airport departure tax
Travel not specified
COVID-19 test (if required)
Antigen/rapid test (if required)
Personal expenses
Services not specified in the program

Registration and Information
To learn more or register, please contact us at
info@penningtonhd.com.

Sustainability and Tree
Planting
As descendants of the original settlers to the area, the leadership
team at Mitico Puelo is committed to creating a top notch
experience for guests while taking into account the environmental
impact. It is no secret that travel, especially international travel,
leaves a rather large carbon footprint. In order to mitigate the
impact and ensure that this experience is Carbon Negative, we
have collaborated with the lodge to organize a special planting of
the appropriate number of trees to offset the carbon emissions of
this journey at a rate of 1.25%. You will have the opportunity to
plant two trees of your own as a way to commemorate your time in
Patagonia, as well as affirming your commitment to sustainable
travel and the environment.

Pennington Human Dynamics
The human dynamic is the heart of performance, change, and growth. Pennington Human Dynamics Inc. is an international
organizational effectiveness consultancy dedicated to transforming and improving the world through the power of leaders
and teams. Everything we do is focused on aligning your people and your organization to your goals.
By combining practical experiences with the art and science of how people and organizations work, we deliver a range of
organizational effectiveness consulting services to a diversity of organizations, industries, cultures, and challenges. With our
diverse experiences and deep expertise in the areas of people and organization effectiveness, we cut through the clutter to
diagnose your performance blind spots in the context of your transformation goals. We partner with you to solve your
problems and leverage your opportunities with practical, customized solutions across several integrated practice areas.
Our global network of consultants, coaches, subject matter experts, and strategic partners helps us deliver world-class
customized solutions across a diversity of organizations, industries, challenges, and cultures.

The Explorer's Passage
The Explorer's Passage is the premier adventure travel company on the planet. No other operator provides more dynamic
outdoor adventure travel experiences in the most raw and stunningly beautiful environments on earth. Whether you are
looking to join one of the world's great adventures, step back into history through the power of travel, or transform your life
and the planet through a socially immersive experience, we have the perfect option for you.

